
Denition of training:
“The Cyber Threat Intelligence Analysis” is a training program which was designed and 
developed in collaboration with the world's cybersecurity and threat intelligence experts 
to help organizations identify and mitigate business risks by transforming unknown internal 
and external threats into known threats. It is a comprehensive program that teaches a 
structured approach to creating effective threat intelligence.  It is a highly interactive, 
comprehensive, standards-based, 3-day intensive training program that teaches information comprehensive, standards-based, 3-day intensive training program that teaches information 
security professionals to create professional threat intelligence.  Organizations today 
demand a professional-grade cybersecurity threat intelligence analyst who can extract 
intelligence from data by applying a variety of advanced strategies. Such professional-level 
programs can only be achieved when the core of the curriculum is aligned with the threat 
intelligence frameworks published by government and industry. CTIA* is a 
method-oriented program that uses a holistic approach, covering concepts from planning 
a threat intelligence project to creating a report and disseminating threat intelligence. a threat intelligence project to creating a report and disseminating threat intelligence. 
These concepts are essential when creating effective threat intelligence and when used 
correctly, can protect organizations from future threats or attacks. This program addresses 
all phases in the Threat Intelligence Lifecycle.

Duration:
3 Days

Place:
Online PlatformOnline Platform

Target group:
Ethical Hackers, Security Practitioners, Engineers, Specialist, Architects, Managers,
Threat Intelligence Specialists, Associates, Researchers, Consultants, Threat Hunters, SOC 
Professionals, Digital Forensic and Malware Specialists, Incident Response Team Members,
any mid-level to high-level cybersecurity professionals with a minimum of 2 years of 
experience, Individuals from the information security profession and who want to enrich 
their skills and knowledge in the eld of cyber threat intelligence, Individuals interested their skills and knowledge in the eld of cyber threat intelligence, Individuals interested 
in preventing cyber threats.

Participation prerequisite:
Attendees should be comfortable with using the command line in Linux for a few lab tests 
(though a walkthrough is provided) and be familiar with security terminology.

Document:
Certicate of participation

  

*CTIA: Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst
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